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Prayer: Beholden is a wonderful word we don’t use any more. But it conveys images of being wrapped up as well as 
belonging. If we are beholden to God, then it is God who shows through more than us because we are wrapped up in 
that presence, that light. The good things that we do, the bright face that we show is the face of God shining through us, 
not our own appearance, which might not be so holy. Amen. 
 
“LET YOUR GENTLENESS BE KNOWN TO EVERYONE”  
   
Rejoice in the Lord always; again I will say, Rejoice. Let your gentleness be known to everyone. The Lord is near. Do 
not worry about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made 
known to God. And the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in 
Christ Jesus.” 
 
There are times in my life when I wonder if I’m accomplishing anything devoting myself to preaching, teaching and 
serving, because sometimes, I’ll talk about a subject, like gentleness, and immediately afterward someone will act or 
speak in a harsh or condemning fashion. I feel as if I might as well have been speaking a foreign language, because 
there’s no personal application, even the day the words were spoken or even moments afterwards, they’re left harmlessly 
on the church floor as people leave. 
 
For example, years ago, I led a Bible Study on Paul’s Letter to the Philippians. The last day was about chapter four and 
I talked about this verse, “Let your gentleness be known to everyone.” I walked outside the gathering and saw one of 
the participants get angry because he was approached by a person asking for assistance. “Let your gentleness be known 
to everyone.” The person, sensing my disapproval and perhaps feeling a little embarrassed said, “I thought he needed a 
strong dose of the word.”  
 
As I’ve reflected on that brief episode, it occurred to me how characteristic this person’s response has been for Christians 
and the church; especially as we are perceived by those, like the man needing help and those who are not Christians 
themselves. Called to imitate the gentleness of Jesus, we’re far more adept at responding in a reactive, angry, harsh, 
arrogant, condemning, or judgmental fashion. So many of us are guilty of this, including myself, that I could easily 
name names… but that wouldn’t be gentle. Gentleness is the quality of being kind, tender, mild mannered; it is softness 
of action or effect. We think of phrases like a gentle reminder, a gentle stream or a gentle breeze. 
 
It seems some Christians find it easier to be angry about the sins and failings of others than to gently love them in Jesus’ 
name. 2 Timothy 2:25, tells us we’re to be “correcting opponents with gentleness. God may perhaps grant that they will 
repent and come to know the truth.” Sinners felt safe in the presence of Jesus, who is much holier than any of us, because 
the message they clearly got from him was a message of gentle love and acceptance that encouraged and enabled them 
to repent. Jesus said (Matthew 11:29), “Take my yoke upon  you, and learn from me; for I am gentle and humble in 
heart, and you will find rest for your souls.” 
 
Gentleness has fallen on hard times. It almost seems gentleness isn’t seen as a desirable quality anymore. Men and 
women want to be strong, assertive and tough. Who wants to be known as gentle? “Gentleman” used to be a term to 
describe a man who had learned how to act respectfully and considerately toward other people. Now we no longer 
identify people as “ladies and gentlemen,” terms that were supposed to have at least a little to do with one’s behavior 
and conduct. 
 
But gentleness is a fruit of the spirit, a Christian virtue, we’re to pursue. 1 Timothy 6:11 tells us to “pursue righteousness, 
godliness, faith, love, endurance, gentleness.”  
 
In our relationships, whether parents with children, between spouses, friends, or even animals, gentleness is a greatly 
desired and highly effective quality. It’s like oil lubricating an engine. A mechanic will tell you changing the oil in your 
vehicle at the regularly recommended amount of mileage or time is the single most important thing you can do for the 
long-term care of your engine. Regular preventative maintenance with gentleness in our words and deeds, is one of the 
most important things we can do for the long-term care of smooth-running relationships. James 3:13, 17 asks, “Who is 
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wise and understanding among you? Show by your good life that your works are done with gentleness born of wisdom… 
the wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy and good fruits, without 
a trace  of partiality or hypocrisy.” It is sad how many leaders and prominent people are so obviously lacking in this 
gentleness and wisdom. 
 
When Paul tells us to let our gentleness be known to everyone, he’s reminding us that people, especially children, are 
watching us and learning from us all the time, even when we aren’t aware of it.  
 
Gentleness is the fruit of the spirit others need from us especially when they are hurting or have made a mistake. Isn’t 
it great to experience gentleness from others when we’ve done something wrong or when we’re hurting? Paul wrote in 
Galatians 6:1-2, “My friends if anyone is detected in a transgression, you who have received the Spirit should restore 
such a one in a spirit of gentleness. Take care that you yourselves are not tempted. Bear one another’s 
burdens, and in this way, you will fulfill the law of Christ.” 
 
There have been books written about the church being the only army that shoots its wounded. Church is the last place 
many people will turn when they’ve seriously messed up their lives because they feel badly enough already, and they 
think all they’ll get from Christians or a church is more condemnation. But who doesn’t make mistakes? Paul says one 
of the signs  someone has received the Holy Spirit is the ability to minister to and restore someone in a spirit of 
gentleness, not a spirit of anger, arrogance or judgment.  
 
Evelyn Underhill wrote in The Spiritual Life, “All our action must be peaceful, gentle, and strong. If we desire a simple 
test of the quality of our spiritual life, a consideration of the tranquility, gentleness, and strength with which we deal 
with the circumstances of our outward life will serve us better than anything that is based on the loftiness of our religious 
notions, or fervor of religious feelings.” The stronger you become, the gentler you will be. Harshness, belittling, name 
calling, and bullying are signs of weakness and immaturity, not strength and maturity. Gentleness is strength that is 
harnessed, channeled and controlled to produce the good God wants in your life. Gentleness flows from the recognition 
that we too are tempted, we also transgress and fail in our efforts at becoming like Jesus. 
 
If our heart and spirit are right, when we fail to do what we should, the Holy Spirit will convict and burden us enough, 
what we need from others is not more condemnation, but gentleness. “What were you thinking about? How could you!” 
These are not gentle phrases. Proverbs 15:4 urges us to remember, “A gentle tongue is a tree of life, but perverseness 
in it breaks the spirit.” It seems to me one of the qualities of gentleness is the ability to respond calmly instead of with 
condemnation. 
 
If we need some motivation to work on being gentler in our communication and responses to people, some words of 
Jesus about what is revealed in how we speak and communicate are worth pondering: “Out of the abundance of the 
heart the mouth speaks. The good person brings good things out of a good treasure, and the evil person brings evil 
things out of an evil treasure. I tell you, on the day of judgment you will have to give an account for every careless 
word you utter; for by your words you will be justified, and by your words you will be condemned.” Matthew 12:34-
37 


